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The new bestseller from #1 New York Times bestselling author Robert G. AllenWhat if you could

find your purpose and reset your life by simply drawing some pictures?"The Four Maps are a

beautifully simple daily practice that will elevate your life."-John David Mann, coauthor of the

international bestseller The Go-GiverThe Four Maps of Happy Successful People is a new creative,

visual approach to personal, spiritual, and financial growth.The most important moments of our lives

are connected to images. A sunrise. A mountain vista. The face of someone we love. Studies show

that the human brain learns 6X faster with pictures over text alone. When it comes to personal

growth, a picture is worth a thousand words. Stop struggling and start drawing.Â In four fun,

stress-relieving diagrams, The Four Maps of Happy Successful People will help clarify your purpose

and give you a map-by-map plan for living the life you deserve. "Bob has distilled hundreds of

volumes of success literature into a deceptively simple process that combines the wisdom of the

ages with the latest neuroscience."-Greg Link, cofounder of the Covey Leadership Center and

coauthor of Smart TrustInside you will learn a creative daily practice for overcoming any obstacle. In

addition you will learn:How to clarify your purpose in life How to build a personalized ritual of

success habitsA revolutionary new system for effective project managementThe five universal

challenges, and how to overcome themHow to embrace gratitude and put it into actionHow to

overcome procrastination "This is what personal change looks like-literally! The Four Maps will

become a go-to system for kids and parents, bosses and employees, mothers and sisters, brothers

and fathers-anyone who is looking to find their center and get better."-Richard Paul Evans, #1 New

York Times and USA Today bestselling author
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Some of the takeaways I got from this book:-itâ€™s easy to forget what is really important.-any

commitment lasts only 24 hoursâ€”gotta keep committing to remember-pictures work better than

words for remembering info-all successful people have four things in common: -clarity of purpose,

-the right attitude -a daily ritual -a plan to get things done-Thatâ€™s it, thatâ€™s the only difference.

Anyone can be successful if they have those four things. The Four Maps system covers all those

bases. It really works. I donâ€™t do the Maps everyday, but on the days that I do my life is better.

Iâ€™m less overwhelmed, and I get so much more done. I get the important things done. This is a

great book and a great lifestyle

Excellent book! Robert Allen created an amazingly simple system on how to get things done! All

what you have to do is Draw Pictures to achieve your dreams and goals. If you are committed to

success this is the secret sauce you have been searching for. After reading this book I recommend

you to read Gain The Unfair Advantage: Ingenious Strategies For Exponential Business Success

Very simple and down to the ground mindset and method is what this book is about. Some people

might think it is too simple to be true, but then deep inside, they know that in fact, life is about

consistently putting effort to simple things. It is only just that many people can't be consistent and

true to their first set goal. This book discusses about those issues and writes down the mindset and

method. I remember reading one of Robert's books about a decade ago and just being smug about

the fact that I read it, and had gone and did something else. After a waste of a decade, I did reach a

point now that I don't need to work for a living, but this was achieved almost by accident. What that

decade told me, was that Robert was right. I thought money wasn't the most important thing in life

for me, and I still hold that value, but as a matter of a fact, money dictates your life unless you

decide and commit to make it otherwise. So there we go. This book has a more general and



comprehensive theme than other books, so I can also recommend this as a first book to get over

many.

Robert G. Allen proposed a very simple and compact tool to manage our daily life toward our ideal

lives. It is great as it does not force us to fit into some kind of frames, but is applicable for any

individuals who may mean to improve their lives. I am also impressed that Robert uses this tool on

his own to get things done to achieve his ideal life, as it seems to me that he has made it true.

Maybe that's how really happy people live... always on progress, while celebrating their own

achievements.

This is a short book but it gets right to the point. I was highlighting a lot of lines. Itâ€™s clear that the

author has a lot of experience in personal development. The main point of the book is that you can

draw images to remember and reinforce key thoughts relating to personal growth. The idea is to

draw these images everyday and create a practice of self-improvement. The drawings are pretty

easy, stick figures mostly, and Iâ€™ve enjoyed them so far. I was going to give it four stars because

itâ€™s more of an introduction that in-depth strategies, but the visual concept is so original in such a

tired field (self-help) that Iâ€™m going to give it five.

We already know how our brains, our predominant thoughts, determine our lives; success,

happiness, abundance. So, why donâ€™t we all have exactly what we want? The Four Maps,

answers that question. It supports you in converting your â€˜wishful thinkingâ€™ into joyous,

productive, and daily actions; in building your â€œinner wealthâ€• before you can build your â€œouter

wealth.â€• What follows is SUCCESS, in whatever domain you choose. Yes, as Robert Allen says,

â€œThere is magic in The Four Maps!â€• It provides simple tools to unlock the life of your dreams.

Werner Berger (Guinness World Record holder).

They say there is nothing new under the sun. However, "they" haven't read Robert Allen's newest

book. You may have heard much of this advice before...but not "this" way. This book helps you to

not only clarify your goals, but understand "why" you desire those goals and helps you to plan a way

to actually achieve them.

Being great and effective doesn't need to be complicated. This book is great, partly because of its'

simplicity, but also because it offers a fresh, unique way to consider and employ some familiar



solutions that others have promoted (but not so succinctly). I really enjoyed reading this book, and

learning completely new tools for problems thatI have been working on for far too many years.
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